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ABSTRACT
Every year millions of people are being injured in
traffic accidents. Various systems have been
recently introduced in the market that can
significantly reduce the effect of collisions and
sometimes avoid them. In order to stop an accident
there's a requirement to initial assess and perceive
the traffic situation around the vehicle. The current
systems used for safety uses radar sensors,
cameras and laser based sensors to support
environmental sensing, i.e., to position the
neighboring vehicles in relation to the host vehicle
and the infrastructure (roads, intersections, etc.).
Future safety systems can get extra info by
communication with alternative vehicles and also
the infrastructure, also by including new sensors
like a GPS and a map. Such information may
dramatically improve the accuracy of our
understanding the traffic situation, but as of now,
the design of such systems has not been studied
much. This master thesis investigates a way to
combine data from several sensors as well as GPS
and internal vehicle sensors thus on position the
ego vehicle and different objects around the
vehicle. Apart from planning the positioning
systems, we additionally would like to spot
difficulties and perceive totally different elements
of the problem. These parts include sensor models,
and techniques to handle data that arrives with a
time delay.
Keywords - Driving style detection and vehicle,
velocity estimation, Speed measurement

I.

INTRODUCTION

companies offer products for fleet management
and individual use in order to monitor driving
behavior using expensive cameras and equipment,
but we believe that we can create a system that is
inexpensive, accessible, and intelligently uses the
sensors available on a mobile phone. Using mobile
phone technology and other applications, the
system is both inexpensive and accessible,
especially considering that people will already
own mobile phones capable of using the
application. The system is designed to help prevent
incidents by warning a driver if his or her driving
style becomes aggressive, and to provide
information about incidents to the nearby police
stations so that we have a better understanding of
what causes them. A Driver Monitor System was
created in to observe the driving patterns of the
old. This system concerned 3 cameras, a two-axis
accelerometer and a GPS receiver attached to a
PC. The system had several elements, one of them
being detection of erratic driving using
accelerometers. Braking and acceleration patterns
were detected, also as high speed turns via
thresholding. Additionally, the data could be used
to determine the driving environment based on
acceleration patterns.

II.

Proposed system can be useful to reduce accidents
happens due to over speeding, opposite direction
driving, etc. Proposed system can be used to
prevent these problems in various traffic areas.

III.

In order to push driver safety, we, among others,
have found that a driver’s behavior is
comparatively safer once being monitored, once
feedback of specific driving events is provided,
and when reports of potentially aggressive events
are recorded for better understanding. Several

SCOPE OF THE PROJECT

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

To reduce accidents.
To aware user from other vehicles.
To notify user about over speeding using
accelerometer data.
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To notify user about other vehicles coming toward
user by finding distance between user and those
vehicles using haversine algorithm.

IV.

MATHEMATICA MODEL

Let S be the Whole system which consists:
S= {I, P, O}.
Where,

In this user get notification of over-speeding
through application, application get information
through accelerometer sensor and gives
notification “drive slow “if user drive over speed
limit or fast. User also gets info. Of nearby
vehicles through app. If a vehicle comes toward
user from front side/back side or any side then user
get notification and its location from user. This
location gets through haversine algorithm in
system.

I= is the input of the system.
P= is the procedure applied to the system to
process the given input.
O= is the output of the system.
Input:
I = {UVI, SI}.

VI.

MODULES OF THE PROJECT

User information:
It contains user information.
Speed detection

Where,

Detect speed using accelerometer. And notify user
about over speeding.

UVI =User info. And vehicle info.

Distance measure

SI =Stolen vehicle info.

Measure distance between start point and end
point entered by the user.

B. Process
P= {RT, DSV, DRV, DWD}
RT = read RFID tags
DSV = Detect stolen vehicles.
DRV = Detect red light violation.
DWD = Detect wrong side driving.
Output:
O= {NU, GF}
NU is Notify user
GF is Generate FIR

V.

ARCHITECTURE

Algorithm 1:-Haversine Algorithm
Haversine is an algorithm that is sinusoidal in
nature, it consists of a portion of a sine wave
superimposed on another waveform. The current
input waveform to the typical off-line power
supply has the form of a haversine. The haversine
formula is used in the field of electronics and other
applications used for navigation. For example, it
helps in finding the distance between two points
on a sphere. The haversine formula determines the
great-circle distance between two points on a
sphere given their longitudes and latitudes.
Haversine algorithm to calculate the distance from
target point to origin point
R is the radius of earth in meters.
LatO= latitude of origin point, LongO = longitude
of origin point
LatT= latitude of target point, LongT= longitude of
target point
Difference in latitude = LatO-LatT
Difference in longitude = LongO-LongT
Ф =Difference in latitude in radians
Λ =Difference in longitude in radians
O= LatO in radians.
T= LatT in radians.
A=
sin(Ф/2)
*
sin(Ф/2)
*cos(T)*sin(Λ/2)*sin(Λ/2)

+

cos(O)

B= min(1,sqrt(A))
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detection of stolen vehicles", Advance Computing
Conference (IACC), 2013 IEEE 3rd International, 2013

Distance = 2*R*

VII.

CONCLUSION

In today‘s world, the security of the vehicles is at
stake. The incidents of theft are common. This
compels the consumer to install a tracking device,
which will help them to know the location of their
lost or stolen vehicle. The vehicle-tracking device
provide the user to know his/her vehicle‘s location
in real time. The System designed is user-friendly
anyone with a little knowledge of smartphone can
use the system. It is easy to install the system in
the vehicle and it requires low maintenance. The
coordinates received show the correct location on
the Google map using the android app. In this
frame, the present work puts forward a novel
mechanism to detect the current maneuver of a
vehicle by processing the accelerometer readings
of a smartphone. By means of a hierarchy of
classifiers and the automatic detection of speed
changes, the system is able to accurately perceive
the vehicle’s kinematic state. Moreover, we have
also considered the limitations of mobile platforms
when it comes to coping with computationallygreedy applications.

VIII.

FUTURE SCOPE

Proposed system can be useful to reduce accidents
happens due to over speeding , opposite direction
driving, etc. Proposed system can be used to
prevent these problems in various traffic areas.
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